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 Extranet features Flexible task planning No job is too big or small for our software and we are constantly improving our
capabilities. Built in reporting Simple and quick to use reports will help you to understand where you spend your budget and
how your clients are using your services. Google maps integration Our maps and GIS system makes it easy for you to give a

complete and accurate view of what your salon is offering. The software will also connect to your Google Maps to give you a
unique professional look, which will help you to attract more customers. Enquiry management Bookings management helps you

to answer customers' enquiries quickly and efficiently, while being able to monitor what the clients want. Multi-user account
Manage your accounts and customers from any computer in your salon with just a few clicks. The system also allows you to

print invoices and receipts from any client's activity in your account. Multiple languages Our software is multi-lingual and you
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can manage your clients and open multiple tabs in any languages. Mobile device support If you have a smartphone you can see
all the booked appointments on your phone. With a simple tap you can see the location and time of your client's appointment, as
well as the photo taken of the client. Imports from excel Create invoices and receipts directly from Excel, and use our "imports
from excel" functionality to import your data from all the spreadsheets you use. Dynamic and interactive websites Our website

solution allows you to create multi-page websites, with elements like; booking, clients, invoices, photos and more.Pages
Saturday, January 6, 2011 Today is my Dad's 53rd Birthday! Happy Birthday Dad! I love you dad. Always have. Over the past

years, since his diagnosis I would spend every day with my Dad, who started living alone about a year ago. We always had lunch
together, spending hours talking. Now he is in hospital, recovering from surgery and we have agreed to go together one more

time, to make sure that he is doing ok. His surgery was not an easy one, and he is still recovering. He has been an amazing dad.
Dad is a force of nature. He doesn't suffer fools gladly, and he doesn't pretend to be anything other than the man he is.
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